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Initial semantics for type theories

Vladimir Voevodsky, C-system from a module over a Jf-relative
monad:

The first few steps in all approaches to the set-theoretic se-
mantics of dependent type theories remain insufficiently un-
derstood.

Criticism & Vision
• Constructions and theorems about type theories are currently
assumed by analogy.

• Instead, they should be proved by specialization of a general
theorem.



Models of type theory

Goal
To build a rigorous connection between

1. type theories, and

2. abstract mathematical concepts

via the notion of C-system/contextual category.

Pseudo-definition
A C-system equipped with extra operations corresponding to the
inference rules of a type theory is called a C-system model (or just
model) of type theory.



Road to semantics of type theory

How
1. Build two C-system models:

1.1 One from the formulas of some type theory
1.2 One from category of abstract mathematical objects

2. Construct an interpretation (a functor) from the first to the
second.

How to build an interpretation
To construct the interpretation, use the following:

1. Show that the term model is initial in a suitable category.

2. Then, any model yields automatically a unique interpretation
from the term model.



Construction of semantic model

1. Several constructions of C-systems from universe categories

2. Strictification from CwFs to C-systems



Construction of term model

1. Restricted 2-sorted binding signatures with sorts term and type

2. Term monad R : Set→ Set and type module LM : Set→ Set
over R

3. C-system C(R) from R: mono-/untyped syntax

4. Presheaf extension: C(R)[LM] is C-system of pretypes and
preterms

5. Sub-C-systems and quotients for types and terms modulo
convertibility



Monad and module generated from 2-sorted grammars
Example adapted from Streicher, Semantics of Type Theory:

A,B ::= Π(A,x.B) Product of types
| Prop Type of propositions
| Proof(t) Type of proofs of proposition t

t,u ::= x Variable
| λ(A,x.t) Function abstraction
| App(A,x.B, t,u) Function application
| ∀(A,x.t) Universal quant. over propositions t

1. Yields a monad T : Set× Set→ Set× Set

(X,Y) 7→ (type(X,Y), term(X,Y))

2. From there, obtain a monad R= term, and a module
LM = type over R. Module action of LM is substitution of term
expressions in type expressions.



C-system C(R) of a monad

1. Objects: natural numbers (untyped contexts)

2. Morphisms m→ n: maps [n]→ R([m])
3. Category is opposite of Kleisli category on R
4. Pullback is extending a substitution map f : [n]→ R([m]) by a

variable

This C-system corresponds to a mono-typed syntax of just terms.



Presheaf extension of a C-system

Given C-system C and F : Cop→ Set, define C-system C[F]:
1. Objects: (X,F(1), . . . ,F(ft(X)))
2. Morphisms: same as C
3. Length function: induced by C
4. Pullback: use functorial action

Comments
1. We have fully faithful C[F]→ C, which is C-sys hom

2. If F(1) = {}, then C[F] = •
3. Any y ∈ F(1) induces C→ C[F], which is C-sys hom and

C ' C[F] (but not ∼=!)



C-system C(R)[LM]

Key fact
A module LM on R is the same thing as a functor on the Kleisli
category of R.

1. C(R)[LM] has, as contexts, sequences of types (with suitable
number of variables)

2. Pullback is substitution of terms in type expressions

3. There is no typing relationship yet: C(R)[LM] is a C-system of
pretypes and preterms

How to go to types and terms
Need

1. sub-C-systems (for eliminating ill-formed pretypes and
preterms)

2. quotients of C-systems (for conversion rules)
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Purpose of B-systems

From C(R)[LM] get the pretypes and preterms to formulate
judgements:
• A statement Γ ` is an element of

B(R,LM) :=
∐

n≥0

n−1
∏

i=0
LM([i])

• A statement Γ ` t : T is an element of

eB(R,LM) :=
∐

n≥0

�n−1
∏

i=0
LM([i])× RR([n])× LM([n])

�

Eight operations on B and eB correspond to structural rules of type
theory.



B- and C-systems

Definition
Given C-system C, call B(C) and eB(C) the B-sets associated to C.

Construction (Voevodsky)
Voevodsky constructed a bijection between

1. Sub-C-systems of a given C-system

2. Subsets of (B,eB(C)) that are closed under the eight operations

and similar, but more complicated, for quotients.

1. B-sets/B-systems and their subsets are similar in spirit to
groups and their subgroups.

2. B-systems amenable to free and quotient constructions from
universal algebra?



The role of B-systems in Voevodsky’s view
From Voevodsky’s paper “B-systems”:

B-systems are algebras (models) of an essentially algebraic
theory that is expected to be constructively equivalent to the
essentially algebraic theory of C-systems which is, in turn,
constructively equivalent to the theory of contextual cate-
gories. The theory of B-systems is closer in its form to the
structures directly modeled by contexts and typing judge-
ments of (dependent) type theories and further away from
categories than contextual categories and C-systems.

From Voevodsky’s Templeton grant application:
The theory of B-systems is conjecturally equivalent to the
theory of C-systems that were introduced by John Cartmell
under the name "contextual categories" in [2],[3]. Prov-
ing this equivalence is among the first goals of the proposed
research.

The end
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